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Hackberry 
 
The house has a story: whole as narrative,  
smooth-spun and strung, except for one tree in front 
of the front door that cranes contorted over  
the portico and warps a view’s midline 
of a symmetrical design, looming 
imbalances of angles; the limb it laid 
that reached up past the front porch steps ten years 
ago was the deciding gesture. We became 
its.  
    The gradual spread of acne in cheeks, 
a tacit family germination – it appears  
when no one’s looking, lends itself to how 
we let it stand so near the house, strangle 
the bedrock stonework to slag, hang starved 
branches over mossy shingles, and leer  
over the front yard through malignant burls 
cracking open. In heavy rain the basement’s 
ponds have been widening, and mold and time  
have been fermenting the must of sawdust 
and beer spilled from high school Christmas parties, 
so that circulating through those few lower rooms – 
nameless because unlived in – and through the bars 
of our African Grey’s old scatty cage  
by the sump pump, float scentless traces 
of vapors.  
         One morning, hardly lighter out  
than the night before, there was a windstorm 
on the road to school, and mom turned and said 
to us their wood is brittle because they grow  
too fast and we were stuck in a line 
of wet red taillights, already late for school, 
looking through backseat windows at the limbs’ 
desperate heaves, the slow twinge of the fibers’ fray. 
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Water Damage 
 
 
The soft white ceiling overhead  
 
the morning after coming back 
 
has met water, changed color. 
 
I can’t wake up. What prevents 
 
its fracture and descent. The fourth  
 
wall is a little too obvious. The weight 
 
of my limbs tells me I’m not 
 
supposed to go up there yet. 
 
The fan is an impatient doorknob. 
 
I watch it try to show me somewhere. 
 
It’s not connected to the lock. 
 
I doubt it would hurt – waking inside  
 
one bubble in a frothing delta, neither wet  
 
nor dry but clinging, 
 
then chipping out in waves  
 
of damp flakes, which would soften 
 
and trace as they went along. 
 
I hold my breath when I eel through 
 
the gray, mauve, light orange 
 
seeped from the wood and rubble 
 
crawlspace. To know dark 
 
lacks that trickle from  
 
nowhere from above. 
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Fais de Beaux Rêves 
      
     “grief cleaves to names” – Emerson  
 
Greet the room 
    you awake to 
       when light 
swirls slowly in 
    like a long 
       held silence 
loosening. 
    And the why 
       comes back 
of how your bed, 
    a yawning poodle, 
       became yours. 
Names of 
    –Caliban, towhee– 
       have held your hand 
all night 
    and led  
       you back here. 
 
       Be housebroken 
    and assent 
like the resplendent 
       queen you are 
    to the flood 
of old made 
       new, and made 
    new. What’s 
the worst 
       a surprise 
    can do? 
You won’t 
       break out, 
    but look, 
you can call 
       it anything– 
    it lights up 
for you. 
  8  
The New Blueprints 
 
Where the curving stairs open out into 
the second story of the house, the rise 
reverses its direction. At the top 
one faces where one entered, but it is not 
the same, and all there is to remember 
of the transition is the same blue wallpaper 
with light pink whorls wrapping the interior 
like the sky in a postcard of France from another 
time and place. Our train got lost on its way to 
the alps, climbing up and down the same foothill. 
At left and right the hardwood paths to four 
plain-painted sleeping places at each corner 
whose windows have no trees, those most watched 
over. Three small bathrooms tiled in black, pink, blue. 
The lack that makes a gulf over the stairs 
aspires to an atrium, an upward cave  
of Roman rooms to wander through, but was confined, 
to the suggestion of inheritance. Behind 
rows of white bannister posts, lathed and tapered 
fast then slow down to a pencil’s thickness, 
two half-balconies, half-alcoves face the gulf, 
the far one being smaller, wider from its ledge, 
furnished with a yellow, cloth-upholstered chair, 
a white couch, a writing desk, a Chinese rug, 
an almost floor length window eight panes wide 
through which pours the field of tree limbs and bricks 
that belong to the neighbors. The near side floor 
runs thin, bannister just up to the hip 
the length of the overlook, smooth as its  
darkness. Affixed to the wall of the balcony, 
eight gilt-framed prints of hoopoes roost together 
holding high court in symmetry around 
a black-and-white curved flight feather, taken 
from Europe. They seem to discuss their return. 
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Beds of 1939   
 
 
A hotel’s 
             my mother’s 
                        mine 
the twin sized depression-era BeautyRests proudly made  
in Missouri, brought under my back. The pale pink 
floral sewn mattresses and box springs framed 
by dark wood. 
           Headboards 
                         to footboards 
carved pineapples on top of each corner: 
welcome fruit for our childhood beds, the comfort 
of felt filled hammocks. We both wanted 
to stay 
           to see 
                        the sights 
but take naps every time there’s nothing 
to do. We needed physical forgiveness, 
though I curled, did not raise my hand, 
taking my rest in dust which 
floated  
           rested  
                        with me. 
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Nest 
 
Tight braid of banjo strings 
notched between the top posts 
of the wrought iron fence  
painted a black so thick 
it’s soft. The taut wires strain  
 
towards opening, trace and curve 
themselves in threads that dive  
back under as soon as  
you think you know where they  
were aiming: Bermuda  
 
honeymoon, a mortgage joke, 
cancer, a fight, two green  
great aunt’s chairs. Eyes have a way 
of blending, but the building 
birds know the rain does too, 
 
as does the wind, which wisps 
across the chords secured 
against the temptation 
of an impossible strum.  
Listen, though, to the tune 
 
it cannot help but make 
differently every gust, 
always in a minor key. 
I’ll try to sing it for you. 
The dimes start tasting sweet. 
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Letter in which I Remind Myself You Are Not a Bird 
 
 
   A tern sits      in waves      wondering  which way      the gulf ends, 
why the ripples    of its constant             arrivals  point back     two ways 
   and then        fade, and how    it can kick the water,  and not. 
 
   You seem to love            staying.        Which seems like you           promising 
that the ocean              beneath          is not an ocean,          pointing to the features 
   of the shoreline, mouthing                 the live oaks          are too far to see        but not 
 
   for us to remind you      they are there     thriving in   salt water.       The space 
pen         from the Smithsonian      bird division        where you worked          sits  still, 
   silver,  solid            on the          kitchen table      not sinking away. 
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The Tennessee Line 
 
 
It lies broad / set against / gleaming new / anecdotes: / jar on hill / glass too clean. / The mistake / 
calling it / gleaming white.  
 
It makes waves / curved contained / clarity / just like Talk / Radio / talking loss / thinking we’re / 
numbered less / all along / brown highways.  
  
Longing state / little still / we cannot / ever leave / echoing / lineman thoughts / back and forth: / 
others made 
  
recently / something round / smooth and clean. / Under felt / country boys / hide and wield / 
body fat / tender pale / and sharp eyes / can survive. 
 
The resent / clear as dawn / tree stand still / that the next / river bend / camp will not / smell of 
smoke. 
  
After bed / in the tents / rivers bend. / Something else / priceless light / gets in clothes / grips 
their skin / seeps into / scentless moods / can’t forget 
 
centuries / promising / catch release. / We’ll just leave / camouflaged / toward the woods / that 
have been / waiting for / our entrance. 
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By and By 
 
     after Boys in a Pasture –W. Homer (1874) 
 
You two, lying back together 
because none of us has to work, 
pick grass and taste tonight’s salt pork 
waft from the smokehouse over the pasture 
 
and play back the gun’s crack. The dead squirrel 
almost looked alive. Dad didn’t 
have to sell the land. I see the sun glint 
all down your white cotton shirts 
 
now myself down here among you, low, 
the youngest brother, not minding 
the dirt wet from rain that morning 
seeping through to my knees and elbows 
 
because I need to get close to you. 
I’m afraid. Bare feet that chased and kicked 
now arched and cleaned. You can’t trick 
me – you trained me to know that though 
 
the sky feels beautiful, you do not 
say it out loud. Something must have happened – 
which of us saw that hearse come rollin’ 
for to carry where I’m brought? 
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Natural History Lesson 
 
 
Creeping in the field, head downcast looking for 
arrowheads for hours for the thing that’s there between 
the accompaniment of dirt veins of the unfated afield 
feeling just fine about their today. Plough lines heap 
along like brownie crumbs. Worms look for something 
too. Plain ground, sheen-glazed, sprouting pebbles and 
blades of grass as forlorn colonists lost in a new land’s 
promise – there is always a good reason, another always, 
another plausible ten minutes searching the ungated 
property from tree line to ditch to copse to road to other 
lookouts. My teacher believed in me and said it would 
surprise me – I’d least expect it – expecting a guppy of 
chip-sharp chert, translucent and amber, just beginning to 
breach a wavelet of dirt by the dead hulking tree craning– 
no, not a shadow this time (the overcast cracking up 
about now) but the real thing: a genuine man-made-and-
abandoned weapon and love tool to be recovered and 
brought back to my room. There was this: an old well 
disused in the far corner and uncovered allowing, 
possibly, any kind of passing thing to fall in and scream 
and rot. Or even if like myself and given to superstition, 
one might wish oneself straight in to the bottom of it 
trusting, looking up at the whitish circle, that two eyes 
make of it two eye-lain coins, good for both the coming 
and the going for both the looking and the falling. 
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Wilderness Medicine 
 
 
 
 
The difference weighs, 
the boot soles crack, 
the ground is stricken 
with the  drought. Such 
luxury   now   to   point  
across the stony riverbed to the stranded and call 
them back from blurry in absentia. I blind 
Narcissus with a bandage, and then the water 
comes. Indignant changeling that I become 
noticing, at the end, how hard is movement 
through gates of  horn  and  ivory,  is  giving  in, 
is singing, to choose to 
pierce, tongue, and 
swallow these fruits 
that used to be fruits, 
to  start  back   home. 
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The New Rolodex 
 
You were about to go to the post office 
to mail so many things you needed the whole 
rolodex. Maybe invitations or cards 
to let everyone know once and for all. 
The consequence of information written 
in a den: unsent, then vanished or returned 
taking space between gilt biographies 
of Andrew Jackson. Not even having left 
the driveway, you heard a quiet slide and knock 
at the curve by the Japanese Magnolia 
and waited for it to undo itself. 
Back then we did not know you could sculpt loss 
into smiling pebbles and pottery 
with a flower in the center, and so you  
could not have made new names, addresses, 
did not even know you had that power. 
They say that every time a memory 
is recalled, it gets disassembled along 
the way and then remade according to 
the moment’s emotional weather. More and more 
the Beatles have been blowing in. The notched 
alphabetized cards track the wind, and sure, 
they matter more than how exactly the two 
came to know each other, in which class, at what 
themed restaurant in the neighborhood 
of that city. It must have been the gust 
that pushed it off the car roof as you drove. 
The cards came loose and flew across the front yard 
before the plastic case came down, cracked. Twisting 
through the rain, the sapling branches, finally 
they landed drinking the droplets hung from the tips 
and stalks of grass blades, the temporary pools 
at the foot of the holly bush, and the sheen 
on the driveway gravel. You watched it happen. 
The enormity of bringing everyone back 
together again, of remaking heaven. 
You called us out and we spent an hour looking 
for them like Easter eggs. The new rolodex 
we bought sits in the same spot on the kitchen 
counter by the phone. Now some of the people 
we know are guessed-at transcriptions, some have 
been verified by Christmas cards, and some  
we wrote for ourselves in the case of a visit. 
We could not let ourselves leave out the large 
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extended family with names under each letter. 
If you could not have the voice or house of a friend 
still out there, tending their own gardens, keeping track 
of birds, you had to have their water color. 
  
  18  
In a Storm 
 
To refer to what we saw by its most general term 
was, understandably, family practice. But now I have to 
when someone asks so what is the diagnosis and it’s 
the lack of clarity. It’s being in the middle of it, watching the monuments 
of clouds merge and darken into a bank. We thought that the sun had begun to set, 
that this day would surrender itself early and light itself on fire all alone 
somewhere else – a sacrifice that let it live on indirectly within each ruined object 
now made more visible for all. Behind the clouds, all the celestial bodies are still present 
and whirring away, and we still believe that about each other.  
We began to see less and less often past the sky, grounded as we were  
in the wallowing heat, the nervousness of waves lapping and lapping  
the world’s longest manmade beach, the quick erratic twitches of geckos on the garage walls,  
the men reeking of shrimp passing in the parking lot, the laughing gulls cutting back 
and forth behind the tex-mex restaurant, the something staid about 
the shore’s slow, constant curve, one small town like the last one then 
another, concrete harbor to harbor going for broke toward the half of the world 
that would welcome anything. The pine-strewn barrier islands show what happens 
at a closer proximity to anything. Rarely, away from the casinos, can the children 
in red bathing suits convince their families to set up on the hard level sand, to allow 
them to crawl out into the silty wavelets that hide stones, fragments of shells, 
and water treatment pipes, and a hundred feet out the inch-deep shoal they stand on. 
One thinks one gets the whole impression on a drive: the people belong on the right 
and their water on the left, ahead and behind the four-lane highway droning  
over the quiet waves. We’ve always lived with interruption. The girl 
growing up in the house facing the gulf had her birds drowned out, 
had her house flushed through in 1969. Camille came for the first floor, 
and she still tells the story of meeting Sweet Baby James. She does not tell the story  
of the trailer or how under FEMA’s roof, something safe was not a house  
and could flee from anything – belonging is a promise we had to make and keep 
all by ourselves and for ourselves – until the next storm came. Fifteen years  
afterward she made a study of the birds nesting across the highway in scrapes 
of sand, but for the sake of the study was not allowed to clean  
the oil off their wings and breast feathers or to brush off  
the ants that crawled up the fledglings’ legs. The lip of the water meets  
and then pours past my lips. 
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After Walking out of the Hospital Room 
 
 
 I noticed the rain and the hallway sank 
ten stories at the pace of water gone 
 into the ground, become groundwater, and I 
lost track of time, sunk down with the tunnel. 
 The last clack of shoe sole on linoleum 
that grew gray telling itself all the way down 
 to the far blur of the hallway, it might 
echo back an ear tap, silver and wet, 
 a sonic reflex hammer, gleaming with dew 
like soup spoons in a drawer that conjure moisture 
 from the mere sound of chill trickling down 
the gutter outside the kitchen, or from 
 the certainty of hours of coolness 
that will descend within everything here 
 after the weather has passed and the garden 
has uptaken the sentimental earth 
 to begin to grow in heaping droves of greens– 
a whole school of spoons swimming in the drawer. 
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Casamento’s     
 
Tile floors and walls, bright lighting, 
Not too clean, bathroom thru the kitchen, 
Emerald neon: OYSTERS 
Five cups of yellowy oyster stew 
Rich broth but light– disappearing from the tongue 
Submersed hunks of grey swallowable muscle surfacing 
There is no door between these rooms 
November looks in, you forget 
Too many lost in the gulf 
Too many spirits are at work in the kitchen 
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Aboard The Nostalgia IV 
 
Yachting on 
      the narrow Nashua river again, 
   pursuing It along the sunny banks 
   tracing It, 
      where I once rowed boats – shells – 
fours – and looked up at the ongoing cradle 
 
of still pines 
      for something to distract me from 
   my peeling hands. Sailing’s easier, 
   missing each 
      shoal and fallen tree, like luck, 
merrily as the wind heaves  
 
my forty 
      foot hull all the way up to MA 
   from lower down the seaboard, 
   ascending 
      the states. It almost makes  
me sleep, the whispers 
 
of dry leaves 
      against the sail. I’m not steering 
   or interested, but I lost something so I 
   navigate 
      through forests that churn 
and snap in the wind pushing me. 
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Boat Shoes 
 
As if they kept me from sinking like some 
revolutionary Athenian 
technology. Sliding them on, one could 
dominate regions with commerce and war, 
striking fast with the ease of advantage 
 
and choice. Or it is a term for a look, 
which is also preppy, from preparatory 
secondary schools, the students of which 
traditionally are also in possession 
of teak-decked recreational vessels, 
 
and to get your footing places wet and hard,  
just go to the mall. Try them on. Non-marking 
rubber soles with a siping tread do the job, 
should you choose to jibe or tack with intention, 
bounding across the deck to let out the jib– 
 
and just feel the tailwind carrying you 
full-sailed right where you need to go. Though I 
do wear them when I’m not sailing (been through 
four pairs in six years – had to get Dr. Scholl’s) 
it just seemed like the natural thing to do: 
 
my bare feet dampen the leather through the day 
and overnight they stiffen and dry. They live 
and breathe with me this way. I prefer them older 
when they’re torn and beaten indistinguishable 
from leather wrappings, when the tongue stitches 
 
come loose and the brown hairs of my foot poke through, 
when the laces thin and snap and I’m seen 
shuffling the corridors. Every two years 
or so I almost get out of wearing them, 
when I’ve used what I’ve had all the way up. 
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Election Night 
 
I wish I could go back, sit across from you 
eating the same steak and mashed potatoes, 
whatever little salad, in the lamplit 
faded green restaurant where we’d assemble 
to see the results confirmed in however many 
thousands turned out this time – never a tense 
occasion, always gratifying, always 
a big time, to filter around the rooms 
and space-heated patios, revisiting 
the open bar for cokes with limes, answering 
all the usual questions as best as I  
knew how to, stringing answers together 
to make those well-dressed icebergs smile and move 
on to making their own impressions on 
the others – laughter, a boom and roll.  
                          If only  
I’d known they’d laugh about anything I said 
with a smile. That I could not have messed up. 
What was special was finding you there, hearing 
us talk about impressions, school, that white 
table cloth and oak chair, that bookish throne. 
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Touring The Capitol Dome 
 
 
We                
 got carried away with it                    apparently 
we had                    believed        in the slosh of        each other’s                
 hearts      but now             a deferent  stream       a        redundancy      
of       thuds.   The regularized we    speaking               
    because there was                     no one besides      ourselves          out there                 
      to see         us        through.          Masses   led into a marble  
quarry’s            depths, the broad                 lamplit              hallways 
where the   swamp   was                           and past what was      below it. 
This      lofty      cave writing            follow your leader       (red blazered       badged legibly 
pointing).          Waffle House            or                   Versailles        there was 
to be         no compromise           between them.                  The next Architect 
always swung                      hunger to    love      to          hunger 
again and we      were swung            conveniently.                                   So into 
caverns       the tour creeps                              – no the golf cart 
is for senators –                         like the     sequence          of principles       of decline 
going down               as smooth and seamless                    as our new world 
its crystalline stone               almost Carrara almost               translucent 
and on top        the vow       capped:       to have        stand 
over our                             cities                                     in flowing robes 
our liberated      goddess alone in the      weather         we were given. 
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Columns 
 
 
Curled volute, on the capital, to volute curling 
down like the two dense locks of the king of spades 
framing his long, featureless face. They have 
waited for millennia, gained names in every 
language, fathered lesser later variations 
known by the names of those who took liberties 
within the ridged, load-bearing archetype. 
Looking, for instance, at this granite Ionic, 
you wonder what the use of choice could be 
when we have the names and formulas of every 
classical order, this pleasure of the plinth. 
Like the n in column, you know it when  
you spell it right. Its potential energy 
flows from tragedy to the Supreme Court 
to the stylized birdhouse in the backyard – 
a bank or a post office? – wasting nothing 
as we trace and retrace it from then to now. 
Which is why you can see them standing, cracked 
and weathered in the desert, no less prepared 
to have a roof stacked on them. We do not use them 
much anymore, but we like to see them 
sprinkled around where we see fit, 
bookending entrances and credit card edges 
and occasionally the four corners of a coffin– 
or go out to the front porch of your chest. Is it grand 
and does it pronounce itself outward 
to the street? There is not a name for this, 
that is, the columns are looking important 
and we descendants are the feet beneath. 
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Copper Beech 
 
Over the crest of the hill we rose out of our seats 
gasping a little, watching the dire red  
corridors of September slide and twist  
past us. The iron signs of towns established 
in the sixteen hundreds dripped in the rain.  
                             I tried 
to be right about the directions, but the growing 
lack of time weighed on the part of us that can’t 
help but try to move everyone toward cheerfulness. 
I found the way quiet, as certain as possible. 
Meanwhile the wind forced itself against us, 
audibly decided against shields permanent 
and temporary, the cars whiff closer, colder 
across the yellow lines that wrapped the hillsides 
under fog that seemed too pure hide us. 
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Untwined 
 
 
One gray standard poodle roaming, and one black whimpering at the door. 
  Row after row of stiff chapel chairs’ wicker seats whining as they stir. 
Why take a shower? If anything, dogs like it. 
  Concussive serial of waking rooms – cubicle, showers, November, dining hall. 
   
  Something quiet slips between us. 
 
I suppose it would do no good to keep watering those. 
   Faulknerian present, imperfect, future, past, perfect, pluperfect… 
What would he say if I went and bought a whole row? 
   The wisdom to know the difference that morning has been broken. 
 
  Recollected late night weeping. 
 
The crossword lies open on the kitchen table, more unknown spaces. 
   Darkening hair creeps down his forearm to the backs of his hands. 
A pen lies sharp on the table. Any task, a purpose: remember answers, then fill the blanks. 
   How to hold a hymnal . She props it and sings beside him. 
 
  Scribbling past lights out what goes wrong. 
 
On news shows the long daytime commercials disassociating needs and wants. 
   Today’s talk is like most: sentimental wandering. Might half-close my eyes. 
Exactly what we need: more hunting Republicans. 
   Across the nave two doctors nod in sport coats. 
  
  Would it really be so bad then. 
 
Here is something that has happened to me four times – folded clothes. 
   I want to get caught roofing, to be understood as a discipline. 
There was that friend from college who, just diagnosed, went to her cabin. 
   To stay seated afterward, listening to the postlude tangle and untangle. 
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Buildings and Grounds 
 
Because we always had to walk around it 
and because it made us turn and turn, the circle 
was definitional. It spoke to a separate 
world, apart from its own manicured expanse 
like how you should never cut a corner 
or rather can’t cut a corner if there are none 
in the realm of the ideal, which was the blurred 
carousel I lived on, always drawn to the next 
window glowing through the slight curtains of snow 
that trailed me like a silent veil. In talks 
they referred to this guiding principle 
as, at last, something true about their own 
integrity. Over time you would know 
a person from their height and gait; the game 
we’d play, guessing who was the shape across 
the way. Rarely did I get to see one 
up close, though one hears of others seeing others. 
I was terrified of their reality 
sneaking in, pocketing what tokens I had 
that suggested love: a simple postcard from 
my mother pinned to the cork board over  
my desk, saying how she loved the Lipizzaners  
and missed me to the moon and back. And there 
was the gift he left me with, Kidnapped (1913) 
illustrated by N.C. Wyeth, as precious 
the first words spoken and heard in a week 
over root beer floats fizzing out their innate 
pressures slowly, creamily. Since then I have  
never stopped walking and checking small hills 
for a vial of lily of the valley water 
and cannot finish the book to bring David home. 
It doesn’t feel right. From my rooms I looked 
out on the narrow peripheral fields that were  
not the circle but nonetheless designed 
by Frederick Law Olmsted. Nowhere a landscape 
that didn’t end in a slope towards woods or brick 
or at the far corner of the football field 
a shed painted dark green. If New York were 
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begun again by a board for three hundred. 
But you could dive shirtless for a frisbee. 
Your ribs would grind and blur into the verdure 
where you moved too quickly for the painting to keep  
you in one place. To the west the ring of buildings  
winnows down to open to the sunsets, 
the slowly curving whitish gravel road  
to the river that disappears in a wide wall  
of pines and oaks that stand at the far edge 
of the terraced fields expanding away. You wonder 
where it all leads to and what else could matter. 
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Khaki Pants, Boston Common 
 
The field of snow sloping over the hills 
keeps expanding, wherever seen. Where did 
I come in from? Staying in the cleared paths, 
free to myself in the city, walking with friends, 
 
there are barely enough trees. I remember 
auburn saplings along Newbury Street. 
How far away is that going to be, 
I do not want to ask. A few brown squirrels  
 
move together gathering themselves against 
weighted cold, darkened air. Somehow, I could 
do anything. Below a narrow bridge,  
a pond of ice – I don’t believe myself 
 
when I feel how deep it goes. I start slowly 
across. Halfway there, I do not fall through. 
I walk up the opposite bank by the chained 
paddle boats that are painted to look like swans. 
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From Ten to Twelve 
 
 November 
 
The secret that I did not want to be  
let in on, that drifted behind the eyes 
of the oil baron’s daughter, and of 
the uncle (two cataracts removed and still 
he looks) and the crows’ were steeped black with it: 
it was the door they approached, opened quickly, 
shut, and locked behind them (watch, in the middle 
of a conversation).  
 It has begun to draw 
the olive cloud in the secluded pond, 
its murky cloud of twigs and nutrients 
swirls and gathers steadily, while at the bottom 
the first tendrils of frost point up and branch. 
You can really get to know the stars this time  
of year. If you climb up and introduce yourself. 
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     January 
 
The wax floor of the hallway obsidian. Membrane 
specks frozen within. The sheen I walk with  
every night. That doesn’t dissolve when I  
approach. And follows me above and below.  
The light fixtures. Each one a mottled hat  
box glowing. Shrillness in minor keys. I’d find  
the glaze. Mute  
            indifferent under my fingers. 
But echoing like quicksilver glimmering. 
Around corners. The lanes of abysses.  
In its trapped. Apparition I recognized  
the floor. For being a razor’s nick from  
puncture. It moved when I moved. Legato 
mostly I stayed. As still as possible.  
I had not slept. They left then I left too. 
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     May 
 
Finally considering it too has eyes 
there was no time to prepare. It was time 
and everyone was going. The web of cells 
agreed and your neck waved yes like a rubber 
connective twitch spreading, its instant trickle  
up. Go to the darker forest. The warm breeze is slow  
but wide like your mouth 
                  falling open in a grin  
strewn all over the ground. A safety like 
the second before diving into the lake  
cloudy with mud that swims between your legs.  
Where sounds are deep-moving, now and then tinny 
waltzing around the curves of your inner ear,  
welcoming you to look up into the face  
of your want who was watching from below. 
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Ashes 
  
 for T.S. Eliot 
 
On the death  
of your mother 
who was 
 exactly 
your only advocate, 
who dutifully 
kept your letters 
in what desk 
in what  
embossed folder? 
Did you remember 
the posessions she 
shored up against 
herself? – The pen 
she wrote to get 
you into schools 
and out of football     
and to determine 
–because you could not– 
the safety of the quarry 
pond where the others 
swam. (We know this 
because, I suppose, 
you could not legally 
suppress the keepsakes 
of a schoolmaster). 
Can you see what 
tools she used 
to reach you? 
Her chair, her leather  
top desk, her customs 
before and after  
she took time 
to recall you 
to those surrounding you? 
Drink tea and think 
this is how it tastes there? 
You wanted neither 
yourself 
nor these questions 
answerable, because 
you burned your answers 
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deciding you had no 
authority in the years 
you spent (I know)  
begging 
for her or anyone, 
finding a “Portrait 
of a Lady” superior 
as an exemplum 
of the power 
that organized you 
so easily rejected. If you 
had tasted a spoonful 
of the ashes 
of what had gone 
between you  
the years until her death, 
would you have tasted 
yourself and smirked?  
Could that have been 
as cruel as mixing 
memory and desire? 
Yours, to be great, 
and hers, for you  
to have been. 
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27 Grievances 
 
     after Thomas Jefferson’s grievances against King George  
 
  1. He has refused to listen to the tapping on his wrist. 
  2. He has not participated in the fathering of governors. 
  3. His gift has turned the People into enemies of other’s gifts. 
  4. Always, the door to his study is locked. 
  5. His tutoring is pervasive; he is always dissecting what is       
      gathered and firm. 
  6. At night we hear the curdling of his milk. 
  7. In all things he prioritizes only the exterior box hedges. 
  8. His ideas move far below the surface, then earthquake. 
  9. The few times we do see him, he hands someone a letter at the   
      garden’s edge. Both walk away. 
  10. He kicks wasp nests out of our hearths, then watches, breathing 
      smoke. 
  11. He is behind the memory, or dream, of a shout, a belt, a foyer. 
  12. The police beg God to save him. 
  13. He looks into our eyes, seeing only questioning eyes. And that  
      was a long time ago: 
  14. Because we accommodate the importance of his lineage in our  
      portraits; 
  15. Because his lineage is in the living room standing at the desk; 
  16. Because his presence is impossible to refute; 
  17. Because we define ourselves against him; 
  18. Because his judgments are not even his own; 
  19. Because every night we dream of different ways to blame     
      ourselves; 
  20. Because we want to, but cannot be, his blameless extension; 
  21. Because he will not prevent change; 
  22. Because we now are colonized. 
  23. He is amorphous, undeserving of masculinity, abandoning all  
      self in a book that never ends titled More. 
  24. He has burnt the towns that made the forest warm.  
  25. His allies also envy us. They amass behind the waves. 
  26. He has caused us to turn our hands against ourselves, if not    
      already numb in the cold. 
  27. His love of order has confused our states. 
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Contra 
 
Clear             the report card 
cupped around       my throat, 
reaching to         a clean fold. This 
reading’s concept     intuitive, graspable, 
its reinforcement     around 
the corners of       every hallway, 
the downcast        admonitions 
no you should       have known it would be no 
in every widening    space:    
rough rubber        on the track, 
crush of shadows     (last chance 
dance), my adults     scared of time, 
each most needed     pencil – lost, 
video games         tears 
mother            late picking us up 
and leaving early     fifteenth snowy evening, 
exercising: shame    pudor 
thèse             anthithèse 
trespassing         wanting recognition 
a smile of          low-dose minocycline 
flexing shirtless      in the bathroom 
tell me            who I am  
seeing double       the problem: 
I am             the problem 
still waiting        for nights huddled 
around candles      reading poems 
to match           what I felt 
promised                  pronouncing   
words             of hymns. 
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Almost Home 
 
The flashes that drift through  
the car interior, low  
weak orange the definition 
of our faces: five shadows 
of our own, a repeating 
sodium diorama 
traveling home again. How 
much longer can this happen? 
Approaching streetlights like the 
Steinway crescendo of her  
Sunday Fur Elise wake-up  
calls. Lift up off the soft  
pedal. These were always your  
cheekbones, taut as a Least Tern’s  
that look off, landlocked, toward  
the gulf and the home you grew  
up in washed away along  
with half of the kitchen tiles  
as gone as the white beachfront  
columns, though not disappeared– 
maybe we’ll find you like we  
did the living room rug, broad 
and wrapped in the muscular 
live oak, a desperate dark flag 
overhead in the neighbor’s  
yard, perfectly abandoned 
even by the storm. There were 
gashes and mold streaming down 
the thick fibers dyed like war, 
but we had it patched. We drove  
back and forth from the rug store  
so many times to make sure 
it was right. You wanted that 
rug back, clean and rich and warm 
like the Christmases we’d had 
on it, stretching thirty feet 
from the dining room to your 
mother’s room. You made sure that 
it came back from the gulf coast 
safe from all storms, and it’s there 
waiting under the piano, 
on which you still play the first 
dozen bars of your one song. 
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Days of 2008 
 
The books, titled and closed, lie all along 
the walls of the house as another scattered 
layer of insulation. Flat on top  
of each other, towers sit in the dining room,  
wherever table legs and chests leave space  
between. Bindings and pages alternate 
up the casual stacks, themselves sometimes stacked 
on office boxes dense with old taxes. 
Though in other rooms, aligned on shelves, 
they always show their covers: colophons, 
suggestive typefaces. The shelf extends  
from unused chairs to the fireplace mantle 
to the built-in passageways between bedrooms 
and the alcove.  
          Note the insignia: 
the crest a shield with three tomes and a sword. 
Painted on the bookends, which keep them upright 
together on the bureau just below  
my window; see what endorses the firm 
cradle there, which in this context – my room – 
seems rife with purpose and esteem, unlike 
the tall and narrow bookshelf offering out 
two rows of Chicken Noodle Soup for the Soul. 
Regardless, they were all hard to get into, 
the silent tokens of something I still 
needed much time to prepare for.  
                      This I knew 
because of long hours spent believing in 
myself at the other end of long hours 
(weary-wise face hung high on tall shoulders) 
and never arriving. Johnny Tremain 
had danger, cold, and hunger come knocking– 
I could not raise my voice to order food 
at Subway after basketball or finish 
that cold and hungry book. I hid it in 
my sister’s room  
            in which I found another. 
It was the leather-bound yearbook full of the life  
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I missed and knew would keep missing, except 
if I went. Already jumping around in me  
was the hope against all fears, to depart and ascend 
past myself and into those gray glossed pages 
of inside jokes and nicknames, broad fields 
and smooth-grained writing desks, sunset-lit walks 
down the light gravel road to the boathouse 
with another darkened,  
                grinning figure. 
And on other pages, other pathways 
toward classical, unquestionable joy 
in an abiding pattern of embrace: 
bright and earnest teachers letting their worlds 
hang from the understandings of brighter 
students – lost, but on the map – each leaning 
closer towards each other, their texts, their plans 
for summer together.  
              Of course I knew 
it would be hard, but so would anything, 
the decisive miracle in the grounds up there 
would be suffering turned worthwhile, into 
something rich and strange. And months of schoolwork 
would be the least of it, according to 
the stories: Spartan-cold showers, snow up past 
your head, whole pages of Greek poetry 
sitting in their heads at Thanksgiving, at Christmas 
a ceremony under rope-rung  
                   tower bells, 
hymns shouted, muscular christianity, 
afternoons sanding mahogany lowboys… 
All hard-won beauty made more beautiful 
by the terror it escaped from, and who  
by the end of it would choose not to leave 
and enter among ever higher and more 
desperate beauties?  
             One day home from school 
I saw I’d been let in and stood up from 
the kitchen table, walked over to my mother 
who was at the sink washing dishes. And we 
were awash in the light of early Spring 
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let in through a window almost as wide 
as the wall it was set in. It was pouring 
in through willow oak branches, showing a dry 
garden bed and brown grass beginning to look 
out of place. The bird bath brimmed with mercury 
as I was reading the back of her head  
and the yard she looked out over. Good news 
was here. It was my job to tell it. We hugged  
close together, made vague and bright sounds  
while the books of the house fell quieter. 
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Notes 
 
Hackberry was revised from a poem written in the workshop of Michael McFee in the Spring of 
2017. 
 
Fais de Beaux Rêves means “make beautiful dreams.” The epigraph of this poem is from 
Emerson’s essay “Love” 
 
The Tennessee Line is a response to Wallace Stevens’ “Anecdote of the Jar” 
 
By & By quotes lyrics from the song “Will the Circle Be Unbroken?” 
 
Natural History Lesson is for Henry Walters, Craig Gemmell, and John Capen 
 
Khaki Pants, Boston Common is dedicated to Quentin Compson 
 
Days of 2008 is inspired by the “Days of…” poems of James Merrill and C. P. Cavafy 
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